Abstract-Data clustering has been applied in multiple fields such as machine learning, data mining, wireless sensor networks and pattern recognition. One of the most famous clustering approaches is K-means which effectively has been used in many clustering problems, but this algorithm has some problems such as local optimal convergence and initial point sensitivity. Artificial fishes swarm algorithm (AFSA) is one of the swarm intelligent algorithms and its major application is in solving optimization problems. Of its characteristics, it can refer to high convergent rate and insensitivity to initial values. In this paper a hybrid clustering method based on artificial fishes swarm algorithm and K-means so called KAFSA is proposed. In the proposed algorithm, K-means algorithm is used as one of the behaviors of artificial fishes in AFSA. The proposed algorithm has been tested on five data sets and its efficiency was compared with particle swarm optimization (PSO), K-means and standard AFSA algorithms. Experimental results showed that proposed approach has suitable and acceptable efficacy in data clustering.
INTRODUCTION
Data clustering has various applications in data mining [1] , wireless sensor networks [2] , pattern recognition [3] , data compression [4] , machine learning [5] and so on. Clustering importance in different sciences and also the type of used data, clustering rate, accuracy and many other parameters have caused in introduction of various methods and algorithms of data clustering [6] [7] [8] . Clustering is a sorting technique without supervision in which data set that usually is vectors in multidimensional spaces, based on a similarity or dissimilarity criterion, are divided into specified clusters. When the number of clusters is K and we have N data of M dimensions, data clustering algorithm would allocate each data to one of the clusters, based on the similarity among allocated data to one cluster rather than other data in other clusters. K-means algorithm is one of the most famous clustering data which is applied in many problems [9] [10] [11] . K-means algorithm is starts with K random cluster center and divides a collection of objects into K subsets. This method is on the most popular and most used clustering techniques, since it is easily understandable and can be performed and has linear time complexity. But K-means algorithm has various fundamental problems. Some of these problems are such as being trapped in local optimums and being sensitive to initial values of clusters center. Data clustering belong to NP problems. Finding solution of NP problems is difficult. Algorithms such as swarm intelligent algorithms have solved this problem to some extent. Solutions are found by these algorithms which are close to the answer. One of the most famous and applicable swarm intelligent algorithms is PSO that was represented by Kennedy and Eberhart in 1995 [12] . This algorithm is an efficient technique for solving optimization problems which works on probability rules and population. One of the other swarm intelligent algorithms which have been represented so far is artificial fish swarm algorithm (AFSA). AFSA is some type of inspired algorithms from nature which was represented by Dr. Li Xiao Lie in 2002 [13] . This algorithm is a technique based on swarm behaviors that has been inspired from social behaviors of fish swarm in nature. This algorithm has high convergence rate, insensitive to initial values, flexibility, and high fault tolerance. This algorithm has been used in applications of optimization such as data clustering [14] [15], PID control [16] , data mining [17] , DNA sequence encoding [18] and so on. This algorithm has major difference with PSO algorithm, in fact the structure and the type of performance of AFSA is completely different with PSO. The major difference between these two algorithms is that particles in PSO depend on their past for their next movement, indeed for next movement, each particle from its previous velocity, uses the best individual experience and the best group experience, but in AFSA artificial fishes perform completely independent from past for the next movement and the next movement only depends on the current situation of artificial fish and other artificial fishes of the swarm. Since AFSA has much more complexity than similar algorithms such as PSO and its efficiency was not better than them, was not much considered. In this paper it is tried to obtain comparable results with other algorithms, by presenting a hybrid approach in which AFSA has been used.
In this paper, a new hybrid clustering approach based on AFSA and K-means, called KAFSA, is proposed. In KAFSA, K-means is used as a behavior in AFSA, and after performing AFSA basic behaviors in each iteration, one iteration of Kmeans is performed on a percentage of randomly selected artificial fishes. Thus, in proposed algorithm, weaknesses of kmeans were removed, in fact since in each iteration, K-means algorithm is performed on some artificial fishes that each of them is representative of K cluster center, so its sensitivity to initial point has been removed. Also by performing AFSA behaviors and changing the position of cluster center, 2010 5th International Symposium on Telecommunications (IST'2010) 978-1-4244-8185-9/10/$26.00 ©2010 IEEE preceding convergence is avoided. experimental results PSO [19] , K-means, standard AFSA and proposed KAFSA method algorithms on standard datasets of Wine, Irish, Pima [20] and two artificial data sets of 2-dimensions and 3-dimensions show that the proposed algorithm has a higher efficacy than the other tested algorithms. The following of the paper is as below: In section two, AFSA is described. In section 3, kmeans is described. Section 4 is dedicated to the proposed algorithm description. In section 5, experimental results are analyzed and the last section argues the conclusions.
II. ARTIFICIAL FISH SWARM ALGORITHM
In water world, fishes can find areas that have more foods, which it is done with individual or swamp search of fishes. According to this characteristic, artificial fish model is represented by prey search, swarm movement and following behaviors which the problem space is searched by them. The environment which the artificial fish lines in, substantially is solution space and other artificial fishes domain. Food consistence degree in water area is AFSA objective function. Finally, artificial fishes reach to a point which its food consistence degree is maximum (global optimum).
As in figure 1 is observed, artificial fish perceive external concepts with sense of sight. Current situation of artificial fish is shown by vector X=(X 1 ,X 2 ,…,X n ). The visual is equal to sight field of artificial fish and X v is a position in visual where the artificial fish wants to go there. Then if X v has better food consistence than current situation, we go on step toward it which causes change in artificial fish situation from X to X next , but if the current position is better than X v , we continue browsing in visual area. The step is equal to maximum length step, the distance between two artificial fishes which are in X i and X j positions is shown by d ij =|| X i -X j || (Euclidean distance).
Artificial fish model consists of two parts of variables and functions that variables include X (current artificial fish situation), step (maximum length step), visual (sight field), try-number (maximum test interactions and tried) and crowd factor δ (0<δ<1). Also functions consist of prey behavior, fre move behavior, swarm behavior and follow behavior.
In each step of optimization process, artificial fish look for locations with better fitness values in problem search space by performing these four behaviors based on algorithm procedure [14] III. CLUSTERING AND K-MEANS ALGORITHM Clustering in D-dimensional Euclidean space is a process in which a set of N member based on a similarity criterion is divided into K groups or clusters. Various clustering methods are represented so far. The base of clustering algorithms is measuring the similarity between data and it is determined how much similar these two data vectors are by a function. K-means algorithm is one of the oldest and most famous clustering methods. This method sorts data vectors in D-dimensional space in clusters which their number was determined before, this clustering is based on Euclidean distance between data and cluster center which are considered as similarity criterion.
Euclidean distance between data vectors of a cluster with the center of that cluster is less than their Euclidean distance with other cluster centers. Standard k-means algorithm is as below:
 Initial positions of K cluster centers are determined randomly. Following phases are repeated: a) For each data vector: the vector is allocated to a cluster which its Euclidean distance from its center is less than the other cluster centers. The distance to cluster center is calculated by: 
 In relation (2), nj is the number of data vectors corresponding to j-th cluster and Cj is a subset of the total data vectors which constitute j-th cluster and are in it.
 Phases (a) and (b) are repeated until stop criterion is satisfied [18] .
IV. PROPOSED ALGORITHM
In this method, in order to find optimal values of cluster center (which their number was specified before), relation (3) is used, in fact relation (3) , is the fitness function which would be optimized (minimized) and calculates Intra cluster distance.
In relation (3), the sum of total Euclidean distance of all data vectors from cluster centers which they belong to, is calculated and is added to each other. In this relation we have K cluster (C) which of N data vectors (X) is classified based on the distance from every cluster center (Z), and is placed in one of the clusters. Thus the purpose is to determine cluster centers that minimize relation (3), so optimal cluster centers are determined. Since data is D-dimensional and there are K clusters, so each artificial fish has K×D dimension. Figure 2 , shows an artificial fish vector which consists of K cluster center of D dimensions.
In the proposed algorithm, first artificial fishes are initialized randomly, thus each of artificial fishes includes K random cluster centers. Then according to the allocation of data vectors to each of the clusters in artificial fishes based on Euclidean distance and fitness function of relation (3), behaviors of AFSA are performed for artificial fishes. At the end of each iteration of algorithm performance, after performing AFSA behaviors, K-means algorithm is performed on a specified percentage of artificial fishes. In fact, k-means algorithm is performed as a behavior on some random selected artificial fishes. Thus KAFSA has both AFSA and K-means algorithms capabilities. KAFSA is not sensitive to its initial points of cluster centers, has acceptable convergence speed based on number of iterations and local optimum with more ability passes.
But AFSA has a major weakness for clustering problems. In AFSA, visual and step parameters are numerical and have one value. Data clustering is one of the problems that AFSA needs for artificial fishes with high dimensions to solve. If interval values of the problem space is same for all variables, appropriate values could be determined for step and visual parameters. But in some clustering problems, different data vectors dimensions have different intervals. For instance, suppose that i-th dimension of all data vectors is in [1, 2] internal and j-th vector of these data vectors is in [40, 100] . In this case if we consider small parameters values of visual and step to be appropriate for i-th dimension, search in j-th dimension gets into trouble since the parameters values of visual and step is small, then the convergence speed decreases so much and the probability of getting trapped in local optimums increases a lot in this dimension. If we consider large value of visual and step parameters to be appropriate for j-th dimension, search in i-th dimension faces problem, because in this case the value of visual and step parameters for searching i-th dimension is so large and this leads to searching in an space out of interval values of this dimension and the probability of finding values with better fitness decreases so much in this dimension. Thus it cannot determine the value of visual and step parameters such that search are performed well in all dimensions with different intervals.
To remove this problem we consider visual and step parameters as vectors. Dimensions number of visual and step parameters equals to artificial fish dimensions number. Thus the value of visual and step parameters in i-th dimension based on interval of changes of this dimension is determined in problem space. 
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V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Experiments have been performed on five data sets which among them, three real data sets consist of Iris, Pima and Wine that were selected from standard data set UCI [20] and two data sets have been provided experimentally which the characteristics of each of them are described in the following:
Iris: This data set is according to the Iris flowers recognition that has three different classes and each class consists of 50 samples. Every sample has four attributes.
Pima: This data set is allocated to recognize diabetic patients that totally has 768 samples which is classified into two classes consisting of 500 and 268 samples, respectively. Every sample in this data set has 8 attributes.
Wine: This data set is regarding to drinks recognition that totally has 178 samples classified into three different classes including 59, 71 and 48 samples, respectively. In this data set, each sample has 13 attributes.
Art 2D:
This experimental data set has four classes and every class consists of 100 samples that each of which has two attributes. Sample arrangement of this data set has been performed by uniform distribution in two dimensional space. This data set samples are shown in figure 3-a. As it is observed, in this data set, there are common boundary samples. In the performed experiments, the population in standard AFSA, proposed algorithm of KAFSA, and PSO is five times of problem space dimensions. Problem space dimensions for each data set is the number of data set classes multiplied by the number of sample attribute of that data set. Maximum iteration for clustering each data set is 10 times of problem space dimensions.
In standard AFSA and KAFSA, crowd factor value is 0.5 and maximum number of attempts (try-number) is 10. In standard AFSA visual parameter value is 20% of the variation range of values of the sample dimensions and parameter value of step is considered half of visual value. In the proposed algorithm, KAFSA, the value of visual vector parameters in each dimension is 20 percent of the variation range of values of sample vectors on that dimension and step vector parameter's value on each dimension is considered equal to half of visual value on that dimension. In PSO c1 and c2 values are considered 2 and inertia weight on each attempt is obtained by W=rand/2 + 0.5 [21] . Fitness function is equal to intra-cluster distance and is calculated by equation (10) . Experiments were repeated 50 times and the best, mean and standard deviation of optimization results of intra-cluster distance and clustering error for standard AFSA, PSO, K-means and the proposed algorithm of KAFSA are shown in tables 1-5 on presented data sets. In figure 4-8 , graph of fitness function average value (intra-cluster distance) during the performance of algorithms in 50 executions is presented.
As it is observed in tables 1-5, the proposed algorithm of KAFSA has more appropriate efficiency than other tested algorithms on Iris, Pima, Wine, Art 2D and Art 3D data sets. In fact, in all cases, the proposed algorithm of KAFSA has obtained more appropriate value of intra-cluster distance and error rate. Obtained standard deviation in 50 attempts of performing k-means, PSO, standard AFSA algorithms and proposed algorithm of KAFSA on tested data sets shows that proposed algorithm of KAFSA has more stability in converging to the solution and the different obtained results difference in various attempts is less than the other algorithms. In fact, in proposed algorithm of KAFSA, by adjusting visual and step parameters as vectors, the proposed algorithm by performing basic behaviors of AFSA has more ability of crossing local optimums and convergence is toward global optimum and because of k-means algorithm performance on some artificial fishes in each iterations, convergence rate, ability to cross local optimums and accuracy of proposed algorithm is acceptable. Results of k-means algorithm, for low ability of it in crossing local optimum and its high sensitivity to initial values of cluster centers are of great difference in different attempts.
In figure 4 -8, mean graphs of intra-cluster distance corresponding to k-means, standard AFSA, PSO algorithms and proposed algorithm of KAFSA through 50 times of their performance are presented on Iris, Pima, Wine, Art 2D and Art 3D data sets. To show better and separate different lines in graphs, from iteration 3 of performing algorithms to the last is shown in all of them. As it can be seen in these graphs, kmeans algorithm and the proposed algorithm of KAFSA have faster convergence than standard AFSA and PSO, but k-means algorithm causes preceding convergence so fast and is trapped in local optimums. Since in the proposed algorithm of KAFSA, k-means algorithm is performed on several artificial fishes in every iteration that each of them are consisting of different cluster centers, thus, its convergence rate is higher than that of k-means. In standard AFSA, convergence rate is much low. In this algorithm also the ability of local search is not appropriate. In general, experimental results show that the proposed algorithm of KAFSA has high accuracy, stability, resistance and convergence rate. In fact, in KAFSA, since in every iteration of algorithm implementation, one iteration of K-means is performed on some artificial fish, the convergence rate increases highly and because each time it works on a random artificial fish, early convergence and being trapped in local optimums is prevented and sensitivity to initial clusters centers is removed because various artificial fishes have different clusters centers.
performance of standard AFSA in 2 dataset Art2D and Art3D has acceptable beginning because of the similarity of search space bounds in different dimensions. But this procedure can't last to the end because of weakness of local search capability of standard AFSA.
Standard AFSA has two weak point in solving data clustering problem. First weak point is low capability in acceptable searching in problems with different search space bounds in their dimension. Second weak point is low capability in local searching.
Both of these weak points are solved in KAFSA. With changing parameters of visual and step to vectors the first weak point will be solved and with adding K-means as a behavior to artificial fish will improve the capability of local searching so the second weak point will be solved.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a new hybridized model was proposed for data clustering based on artificial fish swarm algorithm and kmeans algorithm. In the proposed model, artificial fishes structure was configured for clustering in AFSA and k-means was used as behavior in AFSA that is performed on some artificial fishes on each iteration. Experimental results for optimizing fitness function related to intra-cluster distance showed that the proposed algorithm crossed well and with high rate from local optimums and converged toward global optimums and obtained results that are relatively stable in different performance. Generally, experimental results showed that the proposed algorithm had better efficiency than Standard AFSA, k-means and PSO.
